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The aim of this paper is 10 provide an account of wh-lmerrogatives in
Class ical Greek (CGj and discuss the differences with their Modern Greek
(.l /G) counterparts. Within this come.H the present ana lysis offe rs some new
data on the typology of wh-interrogauves. thus extending the d iscussion
provided by Cheng (/ 99/j. The main diffe rence between CG and M G is that
in the fo rmer case the indefinite is also used as a wh-phrase, while in the
latter the classes of wh-interrogatives and indefin ites (existential
quan tifiers) are morphologically distinct. Both gr ammatical systems though
exhibit wh-movement. However, CG, unlike MG, seems to permit multiple
fro nting ofwit-phrases, resembling in that respect languages like Bulgarian
and Serbo-Croaiian (Rudin (1988)) , I will argue that multiple wh-fronting
targets different C positions and is subj ect to the following two conditions:
a) there is a morphological correlation between wh-phrases and indefinites
(cf Cheng (/ 991)), and b) there is independent evidence for the activa tion
of different C-positions by means of using C-particles , or have second-
position effe cts . Condition (a) considers the properties of the auractee.
while (b) links multiple wh-movement to clause-structure , relating it to the
attractor. Finally , J will briefly consider the changes from CG to MG.
1. The data a nd some backg round ass umptions
As has been pointed out in traditional gramm ars of Classical Greek,
interrogative pronouns correspond to the accented fonn of the indefinite
pronoun (cf. Jannaris ( 1897), Good....i n (18 79), among othe rs), as sbown in
(1) be low:
( 1) a. tis (masculine, feminine) YS. tis ;. who YS. someone, anyone
b. Ii (neuter) vs. Ii = what ...s. something, anything.
The indefinite lacks its own stress and is traditiona lly described as an
enc litic . The interrogative used for which is poios, -a, on which actually
gave rise to the MG who.
Wh-interrogatives in CG are fonned by fronting the wh-phrase to a clause
initial position. as illustrated in (2) be low:
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(2) a, ti an apekrino?
what prt. answcr-z s
"What would you answer?" (PI. Pn. 311c)
b. ti epithumein legeis?
what desire-inf say-Zs
"What do you mean by "desires"? (PI. Men. 77c)
c. akoue in proteron ti legousi..
hear-inf first what say-3p
"..let us first hear wh at they have to say." (Pl. La. 181d)
In (2a) the wh-eleme nt precedes the modal partic le an . (2c) is an example
of an embe dded interrogative. MG also forms wh-interrogat ives by
movement. No te that although the pronoun tis (\....ho) \....as repl aced by pjoios,
the neuter form rema ined ti (wh at):
(3) a, Ti tha apandouses? (Modem Greek)
What fut. replied-2s
"What would you reply?"
b. As akousoumc ti exoun na poun.
let hear-l p what have-Sp prt say-Sp
"Let us hear what they have to say.
As the above data show, both CG and MG , j ust like English, have overt wh-
movement.
Chomsky ( 1995: 297) argues that movement takes place to check a feature
of the targe t; this is captured under the operation Attract:
(4) K attracts F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking
relation with a sublabel of K.
In (2 )-(3) then the targe t (Q) has a strong feature that needs to be checked,
triggering overt movement of the wh-phrase. So both CG and MG have the
same parameter-sett ing, namely som e subfeature of Q is strong. Indeed wh-
in-situ of the Chinese type is not attested in either of these grammars .
CG, however, seems to differ from MG in that it allows for multiple wh-
fronti ng eMF) . The data are quite limited but probab ly ind icative of the
phenomenon (see also Jannaris ( 1897), Goodwin ( 1879) , Smyth (1920»:
(5) a. tinas bup o tinOD heuroimen an meizona euergetemenous..
who by whom find-3pl prt more benefitted"
"Who would we find more benefitted by whom (but the chidren
by their parents")" (Xen, Mem. 2,2,3)
b. (epeidan tis tina philei.) poter os poterou philos gignetai?
(when one one-ace love-3s) which which-gen lover is
"(whenever one person loves another), which one is the lover of
which?" (PI. Lys. 212a)
c. apo gar touton tis tines aitios esti geneseratphaneron.
from prt these who who-gen responsible is become-S s obvious
"From these, it will become obvious who is responsible for what"
(D. 18,73)
Wh -interrogatives II I
In (5) t\VO interrogative phrases are fronted to a clause initial position. In
(Sa), the wh-phra scs precede the modal particle an , exactly as in (2a); the
differe nce is that in (Sa) the verb also precedes the modal particle. In (5b)
we have the interrogativ e phrase poteros. meaning which of the rwo, In (5c)
the two interrogative phrases occur in an embedded clause (which is
prepcsed, following the topicali scd clement apo gar rouronl.Th e data in (5)
can he interpreted as instances of multiple fronting.
M G. on the other hand, does not allow for mult iple front ing:
(6) a. Pjoios cipc ti?
Who said what
"Who said what')"
b. "Pjotos ti eipe?
What what said
As (6) shows only one wh-phra sc can be fronted while the other has to
remain in-situ, While MG behaves like English in that resp ect, CG behaves
like Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian, as discussed in Rudin ( 1998), Boskovic
(1995, 1998) among others :
(7) a, Koj kogo vizda? (Bulgarian) (from Rudin (1988))
who whom see-Ss
b.Ko koga vidi? (Serbo-Croatian)
wh o whom see-Ss
"Who sees whom?"
(8) a. Koj (·ti e) kavko ti e kajal? (Bulgarian)
who (you has) what you has told
"Who told you what?"
b. Ko mu je !ita (vmu je) dao? (Serbo-Croatian)
who him has what (him has) given?
"Who has given him what?"
As (8) shows pronominal clitics and the clitic auxiliary may intervene
between the wh-phrases in Serbo-Croatian but not in Bulgarian. Various
proposals have been put forward in the literatur e as to why this is so (see the
above references). For the time being it suffices to note that Serbo-Croatian
clitic pronominals and auxi liaries show second position effects. Interestingly
CG also shows second position effects , mainly wi th sentential particles (cf.
Denniston (1934) , Ar ad and Rousso u (1997». We will come back to this
point later on in our discussion.
As we can see from the preceding discussion, while both CG and MG have
overt wh- movement. it's only the former that allows for MF. The unde rlying
assumption has been that wh-movement in CG and MG involves checking a
stro ng featur e of Q. Chomsky (1995) argues that a (-interpretable) feature of
the target can be checked more than once, provided that it is not erased after
first checking has taken place . This gives rise to a multip le speci fiers
configuration and is subject to parametric variation. Following this line of
reasonin g, Richard s ( 1997) argues that the Q/wh feature in Mf languages of
the Bu lgarian type allows for multiple checking, triggering overt movement
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of all wh-phrases (see also Mulders (1996» . In Serbo-Croarian, on the other
hand, Q/wh attracts only one wh-phrasc (the relevant subfeature
delete s/erases afte r first checking), while a lower functional head attracts the
rest, giving rise to a multip le spec configuration once again, albeit on a
different head (possib ly' 1). In either case what is relevan t is the possib ility of
having mult iple specs as a parametric option. The basic configuratio n we are
dealing wi th is thu s as in (9) :
(9) XP
»<.




To some extent, this is an adaptation of the analysis proposed by Rudin
(l988) according to which wh-phrases in Bulgarian adjo in to spec,CP while
in Serbo-Croatian one of them moves to spec,C P and the others adjoin to IP.
Given the above observations, we have tw o parameter settings for a given
feature F that regu late overt movement and multiple fronting:
(10) a. F is strong: YES/NO
b. F allows for n-checking, n > 1: YESINO
If F is Q. the positive setting in ( lOa) will give us English. MG, CG. etc.,
while its negative setting v"111 yield a wh-in-situ language. (lOa) then
captures the overt vs. covert moveme nt distinction. In ( lOb) the positive
setting will give us Bulgari an. ~1F languages like Serbo-Croa tian are also
positively spec ified for (lOb) albeit not wi th respect to Q but with a feature
associated with a lower functional head , probably I (cf. Richards (l 997» . In
principle though, the positive setting of this parameter remains. CG then has
a positive setting for (lOb), diffe ring in this way from MG. There is an
alternative account, name ly to assume that Serbo-Croatian is like Bulgarian
and attrib ute the presence of the intervening clitics to phono logy (see
Chomsky (1995) on V2 and Expletive-transitive constructions in Icelandic).
The same should ho ld for tho se cases in CG where various part icles may
interve ne between the wh-phrases (see PI. R. 332c). This is indeed a viable
option which is consistent with various analyses that have been put fore...ard
in the literature accodring to which second-posi tion phenomena have a
phonological basis . To be more precise, it has been argued that particles of
the CG type found in the (older) Indo-European languages show a second
position effect due to the fact that they are weak phono logica l elements (cf.
Hock ( 1996), Hale (1996), among others) . Under this approach we can
maintain a multiple-spec setting for Q in Serbo-Croatian and CG as well.
Leaving the deta ils of this analysi s aside for the time being, let us next
consider the implications of ( 10) for syntactic change, In both CG and MG
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the parame ter is pos itive ly set for (lOa), but negatively set in MG for ( lOb).
In other words, the similarities between the two granunars regarding wh-
movement are captured under the same sett ing of (lOa), whil e the
differences involv e a change in the parametric setting in (lOb). Although
this formu lation works technically. it raises some serious ques tions as far as
the status of multiple fronting (Ml-) is concerned and has rather unclear
implications for syntactic change. Consid er first the claim that a given
feature F in a langua ge L can trigger mult iple checking . Given the not ion of
Suic idal Greed that underlies the F-checki ng opera tion (Chomsky ( 1998» it
is not clear why this shouldn't be the opt imal opt ion in all languages . In
othe r words, why can't the target attract as many elements as possib le since
that would guarantee its 'comple te' erasure in the spirit of Suicidal Greed.
Under this approach, (lOb) should be the defa ult opt ion. The quest ion then
is reve rsed as to why in some languages F can attrac t only once (now the
marked option) . It is rather difficult to see wha t th is sort of parametri sation
amounts to. Moreover, even if a language does not show MF , as in English
for example, the wh-p hrase that remains in situ still has to form a
chain/dependency with Q. Thus in any case the target will attract as many
wh-phrases as poss ible (i.e. as there are around), albeit covertly . If this is
achieved by means of F-movement then the parameter will have to be that in
some languages F is 'extra stro ng' allowing for overt multip le fronting, while
in some others is just 'strong', allowing for single overt fronting, and in some
others not strong at all . However , a system were parametrisation works in
term s of degrees of strength sounds dubious : it's not clear how grammars
would count degrees of stre ngth.
The second problem that arises, and in a \vay follows from the previo us
one, is how syntactic change works within this set of assumptions.
Considerin g the change from CG to MG we could say that wha t changes is
the setting of (lOb). F changes from being 'extra strong' in CG to being
'stro ng' in Greek. However, if strength remains a properly of the target what
is the trigger that woul d merely reduce the degree of strength? In particular,
if thi s is solely a property of the attractor, it is not clear how the setting
switches values, or why this should be so. An ana lysis of this kind which
considers only the propert ies of the target misses out an important
generalisation which concerns the properties of the attractees as well. For
exam ple, Cheng (199 1) has pointed out that MF takes place to satisfy the
properties of the wh-phrase (the attractee). Roughly speaking, MF licenses
all wh-phrases as such : their D head needs to be licensed as +wh. So while
front ing of one wh-p hrase satisfies the properties of the target, fronting of
the other phrases is independent of the target. In Cheng's terms, !v1F is
independent of marking the clause as interrogative ; her approach to MF then
splits the burden between the attractor and the attractee. If this is correct,
then we expect that the param eter in (lOb ) will be affected if certain changes
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also affect the form of the wh -phrase (the attractee ). In this system we need
to ensure matching of the properties of the attractor wi th those of the
at trac tccs.:' Note that under this set of assumptions a multiple-spec
configuration is sti ll possible : however. it is not defined as a parametric
option of the target, dispensing wi th assumptions concerning degrees of
strength , etc. We wil l come back to the predict ions and the problems of
Cheng's ( 1991) ana lysis.
What emerges from the above discussion is that we need to consider the
propert ies of bo th the attractee( s) and the attractor. Following this line of
reasoning I \\i 11 argue that MF targets multiple C po sitions (wi th different
feature specific at ion s) which exi st independen tly as the usc of sen tentia l
particl es and second-position phenomena shows; thus th ere is no need to
postulate a multiple spec configurat ion. If this is correct then we expect to
find a correlation betwe en the los s of these part icles and the loss of 11F in
languages like Gree k. In the following section I wi ll consider the posi tio n of
indefini tes and interrogatives in CG in more detai l.
2. Wh-interrogatives and indefinites
In the previous sec tion we noted that interrogative pronouns in CG are
es sentia lly the ac cented form of thei r indefinite counterp arts which move to
a cla use initial position, preceding some, but not all sentential particles, Let
us now consider the followi ng data:
( I I ) a. tl gar an tis kai poioi, 0 Socrates?
what prt.prt. one and do-3s, voc . Socrates
"What could one do, Socrates?" (PI. La, 184d)
b. Lege in ti 0 Sokrates moi dokeis.
say-inf one voc . Socrates me-dar seem-2s
"You seem to me that you're saying something, Socrates"
(PI. La. 19ge)
c. ..ei tis ti erel..
if anyone anything say-3s
"[let us not mind] if anyone says anything." (PI. La. 201b)
As we can see from (1 1a) only ti is interpreted as an interrogative (what),
while (is, which cru cial ly follows the modal parti cle an (potentia li ty), has an
inde finite reading . As a po int of clari fication, tis in this example bears the
"One way of accommodating this observation with the parameter in (10) is
to argue that in languages like Bulgarian both the attractor and the artracteefs) have a
strong fearure; in English-type languages the artractor has a strong feature but the
attracrees have a weak feature, so movement of one wh-phrase suffices to satisfy the
properties of the target (Ian Roberts, p.c .; see also Boskovic (J 998) for a slightly'
similar analysis). Such an approach would provide a descriptive account for the
crosslinguistic variation regarding wh-movement, but it still cannot explain how the
relevant property of the attractee is to be captured. In the discussion that follows this
point wi ll be further clarified.
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acute because it carries the stress of the element kai that follows . Com pari ng
{ll al to (2a) we see that the part icle an provides a good diagnostic for the
posi tion of interrogatives . Assuming that the elem ent an is a modal mark er
and is situated in a lower C position (eg . the one that corresponds to Rizzi' s
( 1997) Fin position). we expec t that any indefinites precedi ng an will be
interpreted as interrogatives. as is indeed the case in (11a) . Thus only the
«b-read ing is associated with movement to the CP domain. In ( lib)
(i follows the infinit ive. which is actually preposed. and it occurs ....i th in a
decla rative cla use so the interrogative reading is excl uded (we ....ill not dea l
with the details of the fron ted infinitival construct ion). Finally. in (l Ie)
there are two indefinites, namely tis and ti , and they hoth follow the
condi tional C ei ( if) . The interpr etation is that of a polari ty item (anyone,
anything) ; once again the interrogative reading is excluded.
The above data show that the wh-rcadin g is possible in an interrogat ive
context only, provided that the wh-phrase occurs in a clause initial pos ition,
as the example in ( ll a) shows. Inde finites in CG then give rise to a number
of different interpretations. summarised in ( 12):
( 12) CG characteristics;
indefinites in situ: some-s. ony-x (existential. PI).
indefinites stressed: wh-r
CG also had a paradigm of negative quantifiers. no-s , namely oudheis,
oude mi a. oudben as well as medh eis, medemia . msdben (noone -
masuclinefeminine. nothing -- neuter). These negative quantifiers are
formed by the negative elements ou or me and the numerica l bets, mia, ben
(one). Some examples are given in (13) below :
(13) 3 . aneilen oun he Pythia midheua sopheteron einai.
replied-Is prt the Pythia ncone wiser be-inf
"New Pythia replied that there was noone wiser." (PI. Ap. 21a)
b. isasin de oudheu hon legousi.
kncw-Jp pn nothing which-gen say-3s
"But they know nothing of what they say. (PI. , Ap. 22c)
Note that the distribution of the two negative elem ents follows that of the
negat ive ele ment attached to them. a mailer that need not concern us here
(sec Jannaris (1897)) .
Considering the properties of inde finites in CG, as summarised in (12)
above. it's worth pointing out that the CG system is to some extent
remi nisce nt of Chinese. Some examples are given below (from Che ng
(1991» :
( 14)a . Qiafong mai-le sheme ne
Qiafong buy-asp what QWH
"what did Qiafong buy?"
b. Qiafong mai-Ie sheme rna
Qiafong buy-asp what Qyn-.;
"Did Qiafong buy anything?"
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c. Qiafong mei-you mai sheme .
Qiafong not-have buy what
"Qiafong didn't buy anything," OR "What didn't Qiafong buy?"
d Bctong sbeme dou chi-
Botong what all eat
~As for Botcng, he eats everything.~
In (14a) sheme is interpreted as a wh-phrase due to the presence of the who
particle ne ; in (14b) the yes/no particle is used and sheme is interpreted as a
polarity item, exactly as in (I 4c) where the negative marker is used. In fact
(14c) can be ambiguous between two readings: the interrogative and that of
the negative polarity item. This is due to the fact that the wh-pani cle can be
optional in any case (the same ambiguity arises in (14a) if ne is not present:
both the existential and the wh-imerpretarion are possible). Finally. sheme in
( Lad) is interpreted as a universal quanti fier due to the presence of all.
Based on the Chinese data as well as data from other languages. Cheng
(199 1) argues that there are basically two ways of marking a wh-
interrogative (clause-typing): either by means of movement, as in English, 0 1
by using some particle as in Chinese. These generalisations are given in (15·
below:
(1 5) Clause-typing
a. Every clause needs to be typed. In the case of typing a wh-
question, either a wh-particle in C is used or else fronting of a who
word to the spec.Cl' is used, thereby typing a clause through C by
spec-head Agr (p. 30).
b. In languages with a non-overt wh-particle, wh-words are
never ambiguous; they are always interpreted as interrogative
(eg. Turkish, Hindi, Bahasa.etc.). Ambiguous wh-words always
have a wb-panicle (eg. Japanese, Korean. etc .}(1'. 37).
What is crucial in (15) is that clause-typing strongly correlates \vi th the
morphological make-up of the wh-element. The fact that sheme in Chinese is
a pure indefinite can give rise to ambiguity which is resolved when she me is
bound by the appropriate operator that is morphologica lly realised as a
distinct morpheme (Q, Neg, etc.) : the existential reading derives by default
under the idea that indefinites introduce variables which are bound by
existential closure (cf. Heim (1982)). English. on the other hand. makes use
of a distinct set of wh-elemenrs (wh-quantifiers) and it lacks wb-particles:
wh-movement then marks the clause as a wh-interrogarive. The
cooccurrence of designated wb-words and particles is excluded under
Economy.
Bearing these assumptions in mind let us now go back to the CO data. As
was pointed out earlier (;s/ ti is ambiguous between a number of readings, ego
PI, existential, wh-element. It is in this respect that CG shares properties
with Chinese. However. unlike Chinese CG does not have wh-in-situ. In fact
all wb-elements can be fronted (MF). The question then is whether CG is a
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counterexample to Cheng's gene ralisation. since it doe s not obey cond ition
(lSb ). Note that CG docs make use of particles . such as ara and e in
interrogat ive clauses:
( 16) a. ara et' cmpsukhou. tekna. kikbesctai mcu ..
prt still alive children rcach-Js me-gcn
"Will he still find me alive. children•....ft (S. OC. 1486)
b. egar noeis thaprein sph' aporreron polei?
pn pn tntnk-zs bury-inf him confidential city-dar
- Are you indeed thinking of burying him. although it's been
forb idden 10 the city?" (S. Ant . 44).
According 10 Denniston ( 1934) ara is foun d in interrogative clauses.
However, it is not ob ligatorily present. Note also that ara cannot be
consi dered as a clause-typing marker since interrogatives in CG can be
formed without a part icle. It functions more like an adevbial element which
marks the speaker's attitude towards the proposition expressed. In
pragmatics tenus, we can assume. followi ng Blakemore ( 1987), that ora
constra ints the set of implicarures to be dra ....n by the hearer. Syn tactical ly, it
occurs in the C P domain Note also that ara is not found with wh-
interrogatives and therefore it cannot assign a wh-reading to the indefinite.
As Denni ston (op. cit.) notes ....'hen ,ira occurs in a second (or third)
position, following a wh-phrase, it has a purely connective meaning (then.
so, etc .), corresponding to the declarative ara (this pattern is found in drama
due to metrical reasons). In general cira Occurs first and cann ot be preceded
by a wh-phrase. Something similar holds for ewhich is also a first -position
particle . The difference is that e can also be found in declaratives; thus it is
more of an affirmative marker (indeed. verily , etc.) (see Arad and Roussou
( 1997) for a more detailed discussion). As we can see then, the existence of
these part icles does not prov ide a counterexample to Cheng's generalisation
in ( 15a) since these are not clause -typing markers .
Bearing these points in mind we can now go back to the original question,
namely why movement takes place in CG . According to (I5b) ambiguous
wit-words are always used with wh-pert icles . Howe ver this cla im tW1lS out
to be too strong since CG wh-words are ambiguous and there are no
designated wh-particles. In the abse nce of wh-part icles, movement lakes
place exactly as in English and MG. This gives rise to a spec -head
configur ation with a designated C and clause-typing is derived. CG then
introduces another typological dimension. Although the result is similar 10
English. wh-movement in CG ought to be considered on slightly different
terms for the simple reason that wh-words are indefinites. We wi ll come
back to this issue shortly. As a matter of completeness, notice that there is
one furth er typo logical pane m : there can be a language w-ith unambiguous
wh-words in situ and no wh-particles. Thi s is probably the case of languages
like Iraqi Arabic (cf. Wabba (199 1». The exact properties of this system are
left ope n at th is point ; we can tenta tively propose tha t wh-elements in these
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languages have the properties of (bound) pronominals. and not of indefinites
(see Ouhalla (1996) for a discussion of these data),
3. wh-m ovem ent and focussing
In the previous section we assumed, following Cheng (199 1), that wh-
movement takes place for clause-typing purposes. In feature-theoretic terms,
the target has some strong feature that attracts the wh-phrase overtly. Let us
assume . following Roberts and Roussou (1997. 1998) that strong features
(F* ) are those that require a morphophonological realisation (spell-out).
What movement and wh-particles then do is contribute to the recoverability
of the content of the dependency via some oven marking . Thus
recoverabiliry is subject to parametric variation. Roberts and Roussou
(1998) formulate the follo wing recoverabihry condition on dependencies:
( 17 ) Recoverability of dependencies:
In a dependency Dep '" (at ... an). where [ai F"] asymmetrically c.
commands all [aj>! G"], Dep must be interpreted as an F-dependency.
PF-realisation depends on .....nat the lexicon of a given language makes
a....ailable: if there are distinct morphemes that realise a feature f they are
direct ly merged in F. If, however, F == . but there is no distinct morpheme to
realise it then movement takes place, subject to minimality conditions.
Movement then is seen as a last resort operation. Consider wh-
interrogatives. In languages like Chinese the wh property is direc tly realised
by a distinct morpheme (Merge), the wh-particle. English. on the other hand,
has no such option available in the lexicon and resorts to movement . (17)
then derives Cheng's (1991:30) generalisation that languages with dedicated
Wh-particles lack Wh-movement.
Bearing these assumptions in mind, let us next consider wh-movement in
CG in more detail. So far we have established, on the basis of the empirical
evidence presented. that CO has overt wh-movement and that it furthermore
allows for MF. It is these two properties that distinguish CG from Chinese.
It was also mentioned at the beginning of section I that interrogative
elements are the stressed/accented forms of their indefini te counterparts. Let
us then assume that interrogative phrases in CO are focussed indefinites. If
this is correct. then indefinites. which otherw-ise have no inherent
quantificational force, become quantificational elements by means of
focussing. In languages like CG then what +wh amounts to is a focussed
existential. i.e wh '" 3+Focus.
The idea of wh-movement as focus movement has been proposed in the
literature for various languages (Brody (1990) for Hungarian, Tsimpli
(1995) and Agouraki (1990) for MG, Turano (1998) for Albani an. among
others. See also the collection of papers in Kiss ( 1995»). According to these
approaches wh-phrases mow to a FocusP which is situated in the CP
domain . With respect to embedded clauses (or example. Tsimpli (1995)






pj oios = who. kapjoios = someone
ti = " h al, ka ti = something
pou == where, k.apou = somewhere
pos = how. kapos = somehow
MG exisrenrials consist of the 'interrogative' elem ent and the word kan.
whic h is derived fro m kat- a n (and+if) . The kan particle was already in use
in CG as an intensifier. meaning even. In ~G it has become a Negative
Polarity Item:
since they are not selected. but still have an FP proj ection where wh-phrases
rom e. Rizzi ( 1997) argues for a more articulated CP structure according to
whi ch C splits into Fin(itene ss ) and Force. Focus. "hen present. is situated
between Force and Fin with the pos sible interpolation of To picP as well :
( 18) [Forcer' Force (FocusP Focus {Fin? Fin (IP...]]]]
We take the higher C head (Force) to be the one associated wi th various
sentential operators. while Fin interacts " ith Tense (and Agreement) (recall
that thi s is the position that the CG modal particle an occup ies).
Given the schema in (18) and the properties of wh -interrogatives in CG we
can assume that 'wh-movement' targe ts spec.FP. If th is is the ca se in MG as
well . as argued by Tsimpli ( 1995) then the changes betwee n the two
grammars are actually minimal and concern not the landing site of the wh-
phra ses but their morphological properties and their correlation with
indefinites in a way that needs to be made more precise . Recall that MG.
unlike CG. does not have MF in multiple interrogatives. Cheng ( 1991: 78-
79) argues that wh-words in l\.1F languages participate in the forma tion of
existen tial quantifiers, as illustrated in ( 19)-(20):
( 19) 3 . Polish: kto e " ho, ktos = someone
gdlie :: where. gdzies = somewhere
k6j :: who. oj ikoj = someone
kudi :: who, oj ak urle :: somewhere
ki = who, ' -alaki = someone
hoi :: " here. valahol = somewhere
b. D~
vala ki f wh ki
According to the structure in (20) exlsrenuals are formed unde r affixa tion,
so that the 0 position becomes filled. while in interrogatives there is only
the indefi nite part . i.e. 0 is empty. The 'inte rrogative' acquires
qua ntificational force as a wh-phrase via movement to spec,CP {spec -head
agreement) .
The struc ture in (20 ) makes the correla tion between indefinites and wh-
elements stronger. However. it predicts the wrong pattern for languages like




(22) a. epei kan SU, [ . . .. J, velticn an genoio
because even you better prt become-Zs
"Because even you. [if. ...J. would become better." (Pl . Prt . 3 18b)
b. "(Dhen] efighe kan,
nOI left-Js even
"He didn't even leave.~
The formation of existentials with kan is already at play in the Byzantine
period (Horrocks ( 1997» . Going back to (21). we see that MG is like
Bulgarian, Polish, and the other languages discussed by Cheng (1991) and
exemplified in (19). Recall that according to Tsimpli (1995) wh-movemem
in MG is movement to spec,FP, i.e. it is an instance of focussing. The same
has been argued for Hungarian by Brody (1990) among others and extends
to the other languages mentioned above. We also argued that wh-movement
in CG is also an instance of focus movemen t. What the discuss ion so far
shows is thai in languages that have the pattern in ( 19). or indeed that of CG
(with no morphological alternation). wh -movement targets a Focus position
(FP) ; these languages also exhibit syn tactic focussing independently of wh-
movement. We are now in a position to capture the similarities between CO
and MO as far as wh-movement is concerned in a straightforward way.
Languages like English. on the othe r hand, will have to be analysed
differently as is indeed argued in the above mentioned studies. Note also
that English does not have syntactic focussing. I will tentatively assume that
Engli sh wh-movement targets a higher CP position, possibly the one
associated with spec,ForceP in Rizzi's (1997) system.
The analysis j ust proposed accounts for the similarities between CG and
MG as far as wh-movement in terms of focussing is concerned . The question
that remains though is why MG does not show .MF. Note that Cheng's
generalisation in ( 19) is a one way implicat ion:
(23) If a language has ~1F. then the wh-phrase is used for the formation
ofan existential.
The implicational statement in (23) predicts thai there can be languages like
Gree k for whic h the consequent is true even if the antecedent is false. In
other words, the correlation between wh -words and indefinites might be a
necessary but not sufficient condition for !v1F. This is conf irmed by the MG
data and possibly other languages.
Let us now consider what this other condition could be. Recall that CO
makes use of a numbe r of sente ntial part icles. Some of them such as lira
[interrogative) and e (affirmative) occur in first position. identified wi th
(some) C. There is also a series of other particles that in traditiona l terms
occur in second position. such as min. de. ge. gar, de. Qun, ara, etc. The
first three in particular are characterised as emphatic. Second is defined as
either constituent (XP) or word (X) second. In the latter case , X can be
another particle, giving rise 10 a cluster of part icles. For example in the gar
de sequence in (24b) de marks the particle gar as emphatic:
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(24 ) a. hera ge men.
See prt prt
"But (indeed) take care." (Soph. OC 587)
b. ou gar de ekhomes ge autas gignometha.
not prt prt having prt these are bom- lp
"For surely we are nOI born with them (the ideas).." (PI. Phd. 76d)
In (24a) ge emphasises the imperative verb (the participle in (24b» thai
immediately precedes. while men emphasises the whole sentence (cf.
Muysken (1995 ) for a discuss ion of similar panicles in Quech ua). These
particles have a rather fixed distri bution (ge seems to be more flexible in its
positions; we ....ill not discuss this here) and occur early in the clause; it is
then natural 10 assume that they realise some properties associated w-i th the
C domain (note that CO shows w ackemagel's effects). For example de
marks the immediately preceding element as focussed (the same holds for
ge which can also be associated with a limitative, 'ju st', and a definiti ve,
'certainly', reading). It's not clear that de realises a Focus head; instead it
could be taken to mark the immediately preceding element as a Focus
head/spec. In any case , the exact position and properties of CG particles is a
separate maner which we will not discuss here. For our pwposes it suffices
to notice that the productive use of C-particles provides independent
evidence for the activation of different C positions. CG then shows an active
C system.
Let us now see how this property relates to !\.fF . Richards ( 1997), Mulders
(1996), among others, following suggestions by Chomsky ( 1995), argue that
MF involves a multiple specifiers configuration (see (9) above) ; that is
multiple fronting is attrac tion by a single head which could be either C or 1.
We argued that although this approach gives the correct empirical
generalisation it is rather problematic on conceptual grounds . The
alternative option is to argue tha t each wb-phrase moves to a different C
position. As far as CG is concerned we know independently (due to the
pan icles) that there exist various active C positions. As we also saw earlier,
wh-phrases may precede some of these particles (cf. (2a) and Denniston
( 1934». Thus we have suffic ient empirical evidence in favour of an analysis
that takes each wh-phrase to occupy a different C proj ection, as illustrated in
(25),
(25) [CPI wh C [CP2 wh C ....ll
In the present paper I wi ll leave the feature specification of the C heads
open. Although it is a crucial point, its discussion would take us too far
afield. II is worth mentioning though that the availability of various
quantificational positions in the C domain would match that of argumental
positions in the I domain (d. also Franks (1998 » . in other words, given that
V can be real ised either in the C (operator-related) or in the I (inflectional)
domain (V2 vs. non-V2 languages) it is also expected that othe r lexical
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items can have thi s option. This is of course ope n to parametric variation
(see also the distinction between 1- and C-related clines).
If the corre lation between second position phenomena and M F is correct,
as j ust argued for CG, then we would expect to find a similar pattern in the
other MF languages such as Bulgarian, Serbo-Croa tian. etc . Consider first
the Bulgarian data in (26) below :
(26) a. Nameri Ii Ivan paritc? (Rudin (1993»
FOW1d prt Ivan money-the
"Did Ivan find the money?"
b . Ivan nameri Ii parire?
Ivan fOW1d pit money-the
"As for han, did he find the money?"
c. Ivan Ii narneri pari te?
Ivan prt found money-the
"Did rVAN find the mon ey?"
d. Dali e pristingal vlakut?
whether is arrived train-the
"Has the train arrived, I wonder?" (see the contrast wi th (27a)) .
e. Dall da ja popitam? (Rudin (1983»
whether pit her ask-! s
"(I wonder) should I ask her?"
f. Da j a popitarn Ii?
prt her ask- I s prt
"Should I ask her? "
g.Ne si Ii go vizdal? (Tomic (1996»
nOIeux- zs prt him seen
"Haven't you seen him?"
The status and the pos ition of Ii in particular has rece ived lots of attenn on in
the literature (see the above references and Rivero (1993» . Rudin (1993)
argues that li assigns focus 10 the preceding constituent (see also the
discussion in To mic ( 1996» . Note that in this respect li is similar to the CG
de (with the add itional property that it requires an interrogative conte xt).
Dati. on the other hand, is similar to the CG dra, giving a dubitativc status
to the utterance (in Muysken's (1995) terms dali and dra would be called
evidentials, whi le Ii and de would be validat ors). As we can see in (26e)
dali can cooccur with the C da as well : in (26f) the re is other materi al
intervening between da and li. A similar pattern is foun d in Serbo-Croatian :
(27) a. Da u ne mi ih danas kupi li? (Franks (1998)
C pn au.x-2p me them today buy
"Did you buy me them today?"
b. Da Ii je poljubio nje? (Boskovic (1997))
C pn aux-Js kissed her
"Did he kiss her?"
c. Marija Ii Ii ga dade? (Tomic (1996))
Mary prt you il gave-I s
"was it Mary that gave it 10 you?"
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The pan icles in (26)-(27) resemb le the CO ones. Assuming an articulated
CP-structure. the presence of these particles (along with the possibi lity of
exhibi ting other second-position phenomena with auxiliaries and
pronominal clitics) provides direct evidence for the act ivation of different C-
. . ,
POSitions.
lfthe preceding discussion is on the nght eack. then we are in a pos ition 10
derive a corre lation betwe en the morph ological propert ies of wb-phrases and
the existence of second position effects (eg . pan icles. pronominal clines.
ctc. ). The first aspect gives us an insight into the properties of the artractee.
whi le the second provides the link with clause structure. Both requirements
must be satisfied, i.e. nil-phrases as indefinites and C-particles. for \ 1F to
take place. A furt her investigation of the other \ 1F languages is necessa ry
fo r a more comple te empirical j ustification of the present analysis. We are
also now in a posi tion to accoun t for languages like MG. which show a
morphologica l correlation between wh-phrases and indefinites/existentials,
but do not show r-.1F. The latter is expected since MG does not have second
pos ition effects. Although this analysis is subject to further empirica l
j ustification, it has the advantage tha t it provides a deeper insight into the
typology of wh-questions and the correlation between attractors and
attractees.
Having discussed the properties of wh-elements in CG, we next tum to a
brief discussion of the implications of our analysis for syntactic change.
4. A Dote ODsyntactic change
Cons idering the propert ies of wh-interrogatives in CG and MG we argued
tha t in both grammatical systems wh-movement is the result of focussing.
However. the two systems clear ly have different properties. What seems to
have changed in that respect is that the CG indefi nites were reanalysed as a
distinct class of wh-elements, whil e the loss of MF fronting is linked to the
loss of second position effects.
Notice that MF is also fOW1d in NT Greek, as the data below show (from
Blass et et al. ( 1961: 156, §298»:
(28 ) a, tis ti alii
who what take-3s
"Who would take what?" (Mk . 15,24)
b. tis unos estin ergates?
The question is why German which has second position effects. in the
fonn of V2. does not show MF . In order to account for this we have 10 distinguish
between positions which are v -related and l'-related. To be more precise, the lower
C position that the verb targets in V2 consnustions is obviously V-related (the
position of modal, and other operators that bind the event position of V). The
positions activated by chtics and various particles are related to fronting of DP's. It
is the independent activation of these positions thai is relevant to ~lF , since the C
position occupied by the verb cannot accornodare DP·s.
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wno ....hc-gen is worker
- who is the worker of what?" (Homil. Clem. 2, 33, S)
Thi s is to be expected if the correlation with second posit ion effects hold s:
although the number of sentential particles is considerably redu ced in NT
Greek, we still find particles like gar, ge, te, whic h are productively used,
subjec t to the same constraints as their CG counterparts. Once again the
absence of second position effects in MG goes along with the loss of MF.
The next que stion concerns the reanalysis of indefinites to dedicated wh-
elements. It is worth noting that thi s reanalysis fanned part of the various
chan ges in the sys tem of indefinites (the D-system). For example the
indefini tes tts/t t were gradually substituted by the numerical heis, mia, hen
(one) (cf. the MG indefinite ankle a). Thi s is already found, very
sporadica lly, in New Testament (NT) Greek (and in Hellenistic Greek in
general );
(29) 3 . id6n suken mian
seeing fig-tree one
"Seeing a figtree.." (Man. 21, 19 in Jannaris (1897: 170, §623»
b. ekousa benos aetou
heard- t s a-gen eagle
"I heard of some eagle" (Rev., 8, 13 in Blass et al. (1961: 129,§247)
According to Jannaris (1897) this change was triggered by the need to
regularise the indefinite; to be more precise lis was used for both the
masculine and the feminine, while the numeri cal had a distinct fonn for each
gender. This change is at stake in Byzantine Greek.
The combination of the intensifier kan with the numerical heis, mta, en in
tum gave rise to the forms kaneis (or kanenas). komia, kanena (any- x, ec-x)
(the word tipora is also used for 'anything ) which actually correspond to the
MG indefinites found in polari ty contexts. Thi s use. at least with respect to
nega tion, was corroborated by another change in the class of negative
quantifiers: the neuter oudhen (nothing) was reanalysed as a sentential
negaror, namely oudhen > dhen (cf. Koine in the Roman period, Horrocks
( 1997: 126» . The association of the indefini te with dhen gave rise to the
Negative Polarity reading. Finally, as already ment ioned, the combination of
kan with pjoios/ti gave rise to a new class of existentials, such as kapj oios,
kati (some.x), found in (non-modal ised) declarative contexts (see Horrock s
( 1997: 223-224 )).
This is quite a brief, but rather ind icative, presentation of the changes that
took place from CG to MG and gave rise to a distinct class of wb-phrases.
polarity item s and existentials. The reanalysis of indefinites to we-ele ments
took place as the result of the changes in the Dcsystem (lexical changes) as
well as their systematic associ ation ....-ith a wb-dependency. Let us assume
then that when indefi nites systematically occur in a F-dependency, they
become associated with the head of the dependency (P ) and are reanalysed
by the language learner as f-elemenrs (d . Roberts and Roussou (1998». 1n
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other words, we have the change x> X{ +F] where F could be Neg. Q/Wh ,
or some other simi lar operator. In the Greek case, F = whoThis associa tion
simply follows from Attract. tha t is x chooses the closest compatible
artractor (Attract and Minimal iry). In other words. syntect ic changes are
triggered by the com bination of changes in the lexicon as well as the
principles of Attract and Minimality. Thus the CG indefin ites were
reanalyse d to a distinct class ofwh-elemcnts. We take this to be an instance
of grammaticalisation.
s. Co nclusion
To summ arise. in the present paper I provided a discuss ion of wh-
interroga tives in CG . First it was argued that wh-phrases in CG are focussed
indefinites. Assum ing that wh-movement in MG is subj ect to focuss ing as
wel l. the differences between the two grammat ica l systems are rather
minimal. However, CG. as opposed to f\.fG. seems to perm it MF. In this
connect ion. it was argued that MY is possible if the following ~"O
conditions are satisfied: the wh-phrase is an indefinit e and the language
shows independent evidence for the activation of different C posit ions
(second pos ition effects). CG satisfies both conditions whil e MG satisfies
only the first one. The same was argued to extend to languages like
Bulgarian and Sorbo-Cro atian. This observation allows us to con sider the
properties of both the attractor and the attractee and dispen se with the notion
of multiple speci fiers. At the same lime it has the potentials of provid ing us
wi th a more natural account of syntactic change.
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